
 
 

The Reading Agency’s March Booklist 

Wonder Women! 

 

To mark International Women’s Day (8 March) and celebrate the achievements, triumphs and 

general brilliance of women and girls around the world, we have created a booklist for children and 

young people. From Paralympic swimmers to pioneering footballers, a 19th century classic to thrilling 

fantasy adventures, we hope there is something for everyone to enjoy. 

Tell us what you think of the books on this list, or any others you have read, by tagging us on social 

media: @readingagency 

Splash by Claire Cashmore, illustrated by Sharon Davey (HarperCollins Children’s) 

ISBN: 9780755502851 

Claire Cashmore, MBE and Paralympic gold medallist, was born without a left forearm - but she never 

let being different stand in the way of her big dreams. Splash is based on Claire's real-life experience. 

The Proudest Blue by Ibtihaj Muhammad with S. K. Ali, illustrated by Hatem Aly (Andersen Press) 

ISBN: 9781783449729 

A New York Times bestseller. It's Faizah's first day of school, and her older sister Asiya's first day of 

hijab - made of a beautiful blue fabric. But not everyone sees hijab as beautiful. In the face of hurtful, 

confusing words, will Faizah find new ways to be strong? An uplifting story of new experiences, the 

unbreakable bond shared by siblings and of being proud of who you are. 

The Little Book of Hopes by Elyse Shellie, illustrated by Evie Barrow (New Frontier) 

ISBN: 9781913639877 

An enchanting book expressing all the hopes and wishes parents have for their children. Celebrating 

kindness, resilience and empathy, this book is the perfect collection of dreams for the future. 



 
 
 

This Girl Can Do Anything by Stephanie Stansbie, illustrated by Hazel Quintanilla (Little Tiger) 

ISBN: 9781801041874 

Meet Ruby. Ruby can do ANYTHING. She knows what she wants, and NOTHING is going to stop her - 

not a rainy day, a hard-to-reach treehouse or a pesky skateboard. Little ones will LOVE Ruby - the 

ultimate feisty role model to show young girls how to harness their voice and inner strength. 

Forgotten Fairy Tales of Brave and Brilliant Girls with a foreword by Kate Pankhurst (Usborne) 

ISBN: 9781474966429 

Once known, now largely forgotten, these empowering fairy tales have been brought together to 

inspire a new generation of readers. Discover heroines who outwit giants, fight evil, awaken sleeping 

princes and, of course, live happily ever after. 

Magnificent Mabel and the Very Bad Birthday Party by Ruth Quayle & Julia Christians (Nosy Crow) 

ISBN: 9781839940477 

Sometimes life isn’t fair for Mabel Chase. Like for instance she has to invite EVERYONE in her class to 

her birthday party or she won’t get any presents. And her school pack lunches are AWFUL. And when 

she goes on holiday she doesn’t get a MINUTE to relax. But none of that matters in the end … because 

Mabel is still MAGNIFICENT. The sixth book in the hilarious Magnificent Mabel series, highly illustrated 

throughout and with three short stories – perfect for newly-confident readers. 

Rules for Vampires by Alex Foulkes, illustrated by Sara Ogilvie (Simon & Schuster) 

ISBN: 9781471199554 

There are highs and lows to being a vampire. On one claw, you get cool powers like beastly strength 

and the ability to Grimwalk. On the other claw, however, vampires are bound by the Vampiric Laws: 

rules to protect the balance between the worlds of the Living and the Undead. And unfortunately for 

11-year-old Leo, the Rules for Vampires don't tell you what to do when you make a ghostly enemy, or 

accidentally restart an ancient war. But Leo and her family are more than up to the job… 

Football's Forgotten Legends by Gail Newsham, illustrated by Thy Bui (UCLan Publishing) 

ISBN: 9781912979462 

Lace up your boots and get ready for kick-off - it's time discover the true story of the Dick, Kerr Ladies 

football team, courageous pioneers of women's football in the UK. From the founding of the team in 

World War One to the eventual ban of the women's game by the FA, join the team in their journey to 

the top of the league. 

The Week at World's End by Emma Carroll (Faber & Faber) 

ISBN: 9780571364435 

From Queen of Historical Fiction, Emma Carroll comes an enthralling adventure set in 1960s England 

as the Cuban Missile Crisis and a runaway girl threaten to expose a shattering secret. 'Echoes of 

Michael Morpurgo and Nina Bawden.' The Times. 

 



 
 
 

Lightning Mary by Anthea Simmons (Andersen Press) 

ISBN: 9781783448296 

Winner of the middle grade STEAM Book Prize. Growing up poor but proud on the windswept Dorset 

coast, Mary Anning follows after her father hunting for fossils. But tragedy and despair are never far 

away. Mary must depend upon her unique courage and knowledge to fulfil her dream of becoming a 

scientist in a time when girls have no opportunities for such ambitions. What will happen when she 

makes her greatest discovery of all...? 

Llama on Holiday: Llama Out Loud by Annabelle Sami, illustrated by Allen Fatimaharan (Farshore) 

ISBN: 9780755503889 

Yasmin is starting secondary school - and her talking toy best friend Levi is well excited about it! 

Secretly though, Yasmin is worried that people will think she's weird for carrying a toy llama around, 

and maybe it isn't the best idea for Levi to come with her... But with a family seaside holiday promising 

to distract her, Yasmin is ready to have fun. Except something's up with Yasmin's cousin Omar and 

soon, finding out what turns out to be one of Yasmin and Levi's toughest missions yet. 

Pizazz vs The Demons by Sophy Henn (Simon & Schuster) 

ISBN: 9781398505803 

The fourth book in a SUPER (like, actually, with powers and stuff) new series for readers aged 7+ - from 

the amazingly talented illustrator and author Sophy Henn! Brimming with Sophy's hilarious 

illustrations, this is the perfect read for fans of Dork Diaries, Tom Gates, Amelia Fang, Wimpy Kid and 

Dog Man. 

Young Adult 

The Gilded Ones by Namina Forna (Usborne) 

ISBN: 9781474959575 

Shortlisted for the Waterstones Children's Book Prize Older Readers Prize 2022. Sixteen-year-old Deka 

lives in Otera, a deeply patriarchal ancient kingdom, where a woman's worth is tied to her purity, and 

she must bleed to prove it. But when Deka bleeds gold - the colour of impurity, of a demon - she faces 

a consequence worse than death. She is saved by a mysterious woman who tells Deka of her true 

nature: she is an Alaki, a near-immortal with exceptional gifts. The stranger offers her a choice: fight 

for the Emperor or be destroyed... 

Good Wives by Louisa May Alcott, illustrated by Ella Bailey (Alma Classics) 

ISBN: 9781847498748 

Three years have passed since the events narrated in Little Women, and the four March sisters are 

approaching adulthood, with all its accompanying challenges and expectations. Their experiences, 

hopes and ambitions are set in counterpoint to each other, until the whole family is brought together 

by tragedy and misfortune. Good Wives completes the story of the March sisters and their friend 

Laurie, and is, together with its prequel, Louisa May Alcott's crowning achievement and one of the 

most popular young-adult tales ever written. 



 
 
 

The Balloon Thief by Aneesa Marufu (Chicken House) 

ISBN: 9781913696078 

A commercial, thrilling and uplifting fantasy adventure following sixteen-year-old Khadija, who flees 

her home in a stolen hot air balloon to escape an arranged marriage. The debut novel, which comes 

from enthralling new talent Aneesa Marufu, who draws on her South Asian heritage, explores racism, 

misogyny and discrimination in a highly original fantasy universe perfect for fans of Noughts & Crosses, 

We Hunt the Flame and Rebel of the Sands. 

Taking Up Space: The Black Girl’s Manifesto for Change by Chelsea Kwakye and Ore Ogunbiyi 

(Penguin Children’s Books) 

ISBN: 9781529118544 

In 2017, Chelsea Kwakye wrote an article for her student paper: "A letter to my fresher self: surviving 

Cambridge as a black girl”. The piece became the foundations of a book that Bernardine Evaristo has 

since called "essential" and the TLS described as "reading the diary of a well-informed friend". Rooted 

in exploring and exposing those institutions – such as universities – where to be Black is to be in the 

minority. The book intends to be a guide for Black readers, and an important read for those wishing 

to be allies. 

Beasts of Prey by Ayana Gray (Penguin Children’s Books) 

ISBN: 9780241532546 

Magic doesn't exist in the broken city of Lkossa anymore, especially for girls like sixteen-year-old Koffi. 

Indentured to the notorious Night Zoo, she cares for its fearsome mythical creatures to pay off her 

family's debts. But when they are threatened by the Zoo's cruel master, Koffi unleashes a power she 

doesn't fully understand. As the son of a decorated hero, Ekon is destined to become an elite warrior. 

Until a fire at the Night Zoo leaves his reputation left in tatters. For Koffi and Ekon, the outlook is bleak 

- unless they can capture the Shetani, the vicious monster that plagues their city… 

Sex Education: A Guide to Life with a foreword by Laurie Nunn, illustrated by Fionna Fernades 

(Hachette Children’s Books) 

ISBN: 9781526362858 

Unlikely educator Otis Milburn and his beloved friends are back in this frank, funny and 100% official 

guide to life. With insight from your favourite characters, tips, takeaways and some enlightening 

diagrams, the guide covers everything you need to know – from understanding your anatomy, 

feeling confident about how you look and rejecting shame, to consent, sexuality and the minefield 

that is modern love. This book has been checked by experts including doctors, sex therapists and 

more. Recommended age 14+ 

 


